With cursed heavenbound dog

Again and again sleeping

Seventy-three thousand and forty-eight nights

Seven Sleepers Den

Against poison sipping poison

Against rest rehearsing sleep

Chalking out the chalk blank

Seven Sleepers Dead

--- Translation by Harry Mathews
IN MEMORIAM

During the months that Infolio didn't appear Italy lost two of its most interesting writers.

Patrizia Vicinelli and Corrado Costa

The editor would like to remember them here.

Tom Leonard's "On the Mass Bombing of Iraq and Kuwait, commonly known as "The Gulf War" (with Leonard's Shorter Catechism" (AK Press, 3 Balmoreal Place, Stirling, Scotland FK8 2RD - Price £1) is well worth getting.

Subscriptions: £10 ($20) to 3 St Phillips Rd, Cambridge, U.K.
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